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This tutorial will illustrate how to use the Coq proof assistant to implement
effective and provably correct computation for analysis. Coq provides a depen-
dently typed functional programming language that allows users to specify both
programs and formal proofs.
We will introduce dependent type theory and show how it can be used to
develop both mathematics and programming. We will show how to use dependent
type theory to implement constructive analysis. Specifically we will cover how
to implement effective real numbers and effective integration.
This work will be done using the Coq proof assistant. The tutorial will cover
how to use the Coq proof assistant. Attendees are encouraged to download and
install Coq 8.2 from http://coq.inria.fr/download and also download and
make the full system of C-CoRN from http://c-corn.cs.ru.nl/download.html
beforehand.
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